KCRC East Rail Extensions-Tai Wai to Shek Mun & Shek Mun to Lee On(TCC200 & TCC300) 東鐵支線大圍至石門，石門至利安

Main Contractor:
Gammon - Nishimatsu Joint Venture
金門 - 西松聯合

Sub-Contractor:
GTECH Services (Hong Kong) Ltd.

Consultant/Client:
Hyder Consulting Ltd./KCRC

Products:
JAM-D Zinc Plated Steel Drop-in Anchors
M8x30, M10x40, M12x50, M16x65;
JAM-D A4 Stainless Steel Drop-in Anchors
M8x30, M10x40, M12x50, M16x65
A4 Stainless Steel Drop-in Anchors

Application:
Electrical and Mechanical Installation and Tunnel Ventilation System Fastening

Date:  2004 08

KCRC Contract no. HCC-300 PTI East Tsim Sha Tsui Station 尖東東鐵線站

Main Contractor:
Nesco - China State - Hip Hing Joint Venture
力豪 - 中建 - 協興聯合

Consultant/Client:
Maunsell Consultants Asia Limited/KCRC

Products:
JAM-D M8x30 A4 Stainless Steel Drop-in Anchor and AZ-70 Stainless Steel Hex Bolt M8x75mm

Application:
Fixing Wire Mesh for Protection on Acoustic Layer Along Parapet Walls

Date:  2005 04

KCRC Lok Ma Chau Terminus & Associated Work 落馬洲總站

Main Contractor:
Balfour Beatty - Lam JV

Sub-Contractor:
INKA Ltd.

Consultant/Client:
Mott Connell Ltd./KCRC East Rail

Products:
JAM-W M8-10/75 Zinc Plated Steel Wedge Anchor

Application:
Fixing of Signage

Date:  2006 02